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DISCLAIMER
I worked at a dive bar/restaurant named Casa Vincente’s—or Vinny’s, as everyone called it—from the ages of 

16-21. The many hours I logged as a dishwasher, prep chef, and kitchen grunt were, for the most part, fun. I 
met many people there whose names and eccentricities will stay with me for a long time. Like a lot of people, I 
wanted to work in a restaurant because it’s a good way to make side money, it was a chance to meet interesting 
coworkers, and I wanted to learn more about cooking. Aspects of the experience were challenging, or put me 
off of people and kitchen labor. But in working through those tough or disgusting moments, I feel bonded with 
most former service workers for life. 

I figure that some of the stories I accrued during my tenure at the Casa will resonate with others. Hence, I 
created this book. The tales are based in truth, though I have taken some liberties to exaggerate… All names 
have been changed to protect privacy, and all opinions expressed are my own. Enjoy, THANKS. 

In honor of Anthony Bourdain
He made it cool to be a kitchen pirate
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~Hazel O’Neil~

hazelnut917@yahoo.com

Objective: 

to find a position in the 

service industry that is fa
st 

paced and fun.

Experience: 

- I have traveled and eaten 

foreign cuisine. 

- I lik
e to cook food.

- I am a hardworking person.

VINCENTE STREET

1. THE INTERVIEW
When I was 16 years old, I decided to get a job. I hungered for the responsibility and the ca$h. A friend of mine 

worked at a restaurant, and she hooked me up with an interview and the name of a family friend who I should 
mention. My dad helped me draft my very first resume in Microsoft Word.  

The restaurant, Vinny’s, is an Institution. It’s a big old house with a bigger tree-shaded patio next to the 
university law school. The wood interior could be said to have character. Vinny’s is famous for its patio and its 
sangria, which is served in mason jars. The townies love Vinny’s. It is only open from March to November, and 
the people come in droves during the summer and on football Saturdays in the fall for good drinking. 

My interview was with the boss, Manny Cannolini. His dad was Vincente Cannolini! Manny’s son, the small 
prince who would presumably inherit the bustling old empire, was named Mason Cannolini—I’m pretty sure 
that he was named after the signature mason jar glasses. Manny was the sangria godfather of our midwestern 
college town.

MANNY:  I see you’ve done an impressive amount of traveling. You have been to Hong Kong. [Dad had 
advised me to pad the aggressively empty space on my resume with a brief selection of our family’s international 
travel history, since cooking and travel are both very cultural activities.] Ni hao, (unintelligible Chinese). 

HAZEL:  Haha! I never learned how to speak Cantonese.

MANNY: My wife is Chinese.

HAZEL:  Oh. Cool.

MANNY:  ...

HAZEL:  ...

HAZEL:  Um. My friend who works here says I to say I know THIS GIRL. 

MANNY:  Oh my goodness, THAT GIRL! Her father and I are old buddies. She is so great. Are you two friends? 

HAZEL:  We sure go to school together! (totally)

MANNY:  Alright, I’m willing to give you a chance.  You can work weekends?

HAZEL:   Yes, sir! Thank you, sir!

MANNY:  I’ll put you on the schedule for 5PM this Thursday. Here are some rules to read before you come in. 
Please look at the dress code, because you need to wear your hair back.

HAZEL:  Absolutely! I certainly don’t shed! Ha! 

MANNY:

HAZEL:  Ok, thank you, bye. 
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2.  THE TOUR
On everyone’s first day at Vinny’s, an old employee named Antoine treats them to a tour of the restaurant. 

Over the years, Antoine has acquired a hearty collection of nicknames (see opposite page). Restaurant lore has 
it that Antoine was once a fabulously wealthy drug dealer, but he gave up the game for a simple life as a busboy 
and an apartment behind the restaurant (Manny owns the whole block of property).

 Antoine knows the layout of Vinny’s better than anyone else, and so he gives the tour. My friend told me that 
I should laugh at his jokes. When my younger brother started working at Vinny’s two years after me, he heard 
the same jokes on his version of the tour. They’re sort of a legend—“why is your Aunt Mary getting married for 
the fourth time?” for example. Antoine wants to know!—but you’ll have to take the tour yourself if you want to 
hear. Ha ha!

I met Antoine in the main dining room where my interview had taken place. He pointed out a photo of Fidel 
Castro that he was selling. Not to tell me to buy it, but maybe I knew someone who would, uh. 

  Want that.   
    Photo of Fidel Castro.   
        Political leader. 

 ...think about it.

I didn’t quite know how to respond, but luckily Antoine realized that he was wasting valuable time. 
“Never stand around on the clock,” he told me. And with that, we began THE TOUR.

Puns courtesy of Hans Schueler
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WALK-IN COOLER: IF THERE WAS 

EVER A VINNY’S HARLEQUIN 

ROMANCE NOVEL, 

EMPLOYEES-TURNED-LOVERS 

WOULD SMOOCH IN HERE. SECRET 

BREAK ROOM FOR WHEN IT’S HOT IN 

THE KITCHEN (ALWAYS).

MY BROTHER GOT PEED ON BY A 

DRUNK GUY IN THIS BATHROOM :(

FREEZERS: WHERE FOOD COMES TO LIVE 

FOREVER. JUST LIKE WALT DISNEY!
STORAGE (WHERE THE

SECRET INGREDIENTS LIVE)

PAPPARDELLE STREET

CROWDED 

PARKING LOT 

FULL OF 

SCRATCHED CARS

BACK STORAGE ROOM :
A GOOD SECRET STRETCHING PLACE

KITCHEN:
VIEW FROM PASTA DECK TOWARDS PIZZA AND SANDWICH DECK
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3.  DISHES
I worked at Vinny’s for five years during various football 

seasons and summer breaks. What I observed and experienced 
to be true about the hierarchy at the restaurant was this: every 
new hire starts on dishes, where, provided they work hard and 
don’t talk back, they will stay for about six months – or until 
the end of the season—at which point they will be promoted 
to sandwich deck. Sandwich deck is a real change because it is 
an opportunity to handle food—soup and salad sets that come 
with nasty little stale garlic toasts (which as a dishwasher you 
have come to loathe because no one ever eats the nasty stale 
garlic toasts, and they always come back to the kitchen as trash); 
quesadillas; microwaved snacks like chicken fingers; nachos; and 
of course, sandwiches. Sandwich deck is manned by a team of 
two and overseen by Hahn, the kitchen boss. She trains the new 
worker with the gentle delicate touch of a furious mother raptor. 
She will straight up manhandle any employee and any order, 
shoving and poking with her disgustingly long fingernails to “make better!” yelling orders and “go be quiet!” 
the entire time. More on Hahn later. Point being, she is the make-or-break deciding factor as to your lot in 
kitchen life. If she likes an employee, they will have the chance to work on the pizza or pasta decks in the back 
of the kitchen, or help her with back kitchen prep work. These jobs are all desirable because they are out of the 
throng and not next to the oven, thus are a little more relaxing. 

In a way dishes are nice—you learn all of the gossip from different corners of the kitchen, and you get 
acquainted with the kitchen and the menu through the transitive property of touching every knife, juice 
carton, and piece of half eaten food that comes back into the kitchen as trash. During my first few weeks of 
work, every employee came by to say hi (and drop off something for me to wash). My job responsibilities as 
a dishwasher included: washing dishes until every dish in the kitchen was clean, turning off the dishwasher 
at the end of the night and spraying down my station with cleaning spray, taking out the trash and recycling, 
bussing tables indoors and out on the patio, and occasionally calling orders out on a loudspeaker. 

I usually worked with a partner—either my friend who got me hired, or a fellow high schooler who was 
hilarious, and so that was a good time. Clearing the bus tubs was mindless, though too stressful to be zen. It 
was like a video game: must clear the bus tub to get to the next level. Loaded all glasses into one load, bonus 
points! Occasionally you got nasty surprises like cigarette butts, snotty napkins, or the worst, a condom, 
tucked beneath trays and mason jars. 

Calling orders sucked. Bussing was often awkward, and when it got busy you had to partner with Antoine, 
who smelled. I doubled down and worked very hard to be the fastest, cleanest dishwasher that Vinny’s ever did 
see. It must have worked, because after a year and a half of dish duty, I was promoted to sandwich deck. 

MOVING ON UP AT THE CASA:

Start here
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Vinny’s is famous for a drink called:

The always Buzzed

Shake in an old juice jug:
2 Cans Pineapple Juice
8 Shots of Mystery Mixed Liquor

Blend that baby up with:
~1 Cup of Frozen Strawberries
1 Can Cocount Cream
~1 Cup Ice

Best served drunk.

The life cycle of the 8oz mason jar glass at 
Vinny’s is called:

always Bus tubs

1. Drinks go to customer

2. Busboy (new blood) carefully 
surveys abandoned glasses to pilfer 
and return for cleaning

3. Hallway purgatory

4. Sort the trash

5. Must wash strawberry seeds out 
of the glasses by hand! If Antoine 
walks into the kitchen and sees you 
not washing the strawberry seeds 
out by hand, he will have words and 
they will not be complimentary.

6 & 7. Industrial dishwashers are hot 
and will burn you. Let dry.

8. Thou shalt not confuse the half 
gallon mason jars with the (smaller) 
Always Buzzed jugs.

91919191919repeat!191919
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EXPEDITING WAS THE WORST.

You had to call out orders on a microphone hooked up to the restaurant loudspeakers. Expo called the 
first name, and when the person came, they would give their last initial to prove they had really ordered 
the food. It was very stressful. If no one showed up to get their food and a lot of orders were coming out, 

you could be underwater in a minute and then everyone yelled at you.

MY LAST TIME CALLING ORDERS WAS ON 4/20. 

You can imagine how that went. Shit was already 
weird—fake names, stoners ordering weird food, 
cloud of weed smoke at the counter—but then no 
one remembered what name they’d given, or how 
they were supposed to claim their food. From that 
day on, I took my quiet voice back to washing 
dishes.

Meanwhile, the 
orders didn’t stop 

piling up.
Some of the older male employees 
thought the problem was that my voice 
was too quiet or high-pitched to be heard 
on the loudspeaker.
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O! Altruism
2 dollar tip on a 200 dollar tab

O! Sweetness
There’s a line stretched out the door and 
someone’s punching someone because
someone has allegedly stolen his girlfriend and
someone else is vomiting in a urinal

O! Childhood
The girl curled up fetal in the back corner booth
Clutches her head, her stomach, her heart
Wallows in self pity, sorrow, and spilled drinks

O! Kid
The dishwasher asks 
The bartender how he does it 
and his mouth is a wry smirk around the word
Alcohol
He pours another for the man who fumbles his way 

around the words
Thanks man
tongue slick with whiskey
and mind dulled by
the follies of a good time

O! Beauty
The earth, cold and hard
but melting slowly
snow trickling in a stream through the gutters
grass sticking through in tufts like the curling 
rigid fingers of the dead
empty sticky cups scattered across the landscape
plastic beads and headbands
gaudy hats and forgotten wallets
and the wind carries them all

O! Kindness
The waitress elbows her way through the hordes 
of green
grimaced “excuse me” lost in the roar of 
“chugchugchug”and 
“woooo!”and
“who’s up for another round”
She wonders when she wandered into the angry 
fog of misanthropy

O! Bitterness
You are not above them
the drinkers, the partiers, the St. Paddy’s 
pretenders
you are merely better behaved
and narcissistic in the conviction
of your own
pleasant disposition

VINNY ’S, 3/17
A high school poem

4. SANDWICH DECK
As a dishwasher, I fantasized about working on the sandwich deck, just two feet away from my station and 

yet a world apart. To assemble quesadillas, to slice open bags of bread from the cooler and toast those puppies 
in the oven… hell, this was what working in a restaurant was surely all about: making food. Feeding people. 
Wow. 

The reality was distinctly less glamorous. Vinny’s is ostensibly an Italian restaurant. Half of the menu and 
two of the kitchen stations are pizza and pasta. Ostensibly means, however, there is a weird kind of variety 
available for purchase. Sandwich deck covers the weird stuff—from sandwiches to chicken nuggets to bung 
sao (a Vietnamese noodle salad that only Hahn was allowed to make). Sandwich deck was a cold, damp, and 
flavorless introduction to the world of mass prepared food. Except for the corn chips, everything lived in 
the refrigerator or freezer. If the top portion of the fridge was purgatory for lost salami souls waiting to be 
put on a sandwich, the bottom doors were the gates to premade hell. Under the refrigerator lived old tubs of 

guacamole kept “fresh” with a thick layer of sour cream on top, and the worst: plastic containers 
of mysterious “barbeque pork” that had no business being served to a dog, much less 

to a person on top of nachos. Every day we thawed the pork and every night we put it 
back to bed in the freezer, where it slow fermented for another day. Sandwich deck’s 
most popular items—mac and cheese nuggets, chicken nuggets, and jalapeno nuggets 
(poppers!)—were all just frozen food that got microwaved. The only cooking we 
did, beyond set the microwave timer for three minutes, was plate those suckers up 

with little cups of ranch sauce. My pastoral visions of crispy toasty steaming 
sandwiches were crushed. 

Moving up to sandwich deck also meant new management. After dishes, 
Antoine lost authority. If Vinny’s has a head chef, her name is Hahn. You 

don’t fuck with Hahn. She is a tiny Vietnamese woman who shows 
up to work in the winter wearing a Russian fur hat. She runs the 
restaurant and knows it intimately. She’s the one who makes 
calls on when Manny needs to put in new ingredient orders,  

        where people get stationed in the kitchen, and what kind   
of mood the kitchen is going to be in during service. 

If she likes you, you’re in, and vice versa. The secret to a happy 
relationship with Hahn is that she is always right. Her accent is 
thick, which means that she is sometimes hard to understand. 
However, Hahn’s English malapropisms are the foundation of the 
Vinny’s kitchen secret language and have been adopted with love. 
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If dishes were a video game, sandwich deck during a dinner rush was combat medical triage—you were just 
trying your damndest and fastest to keep moving during the assault of incoming orders. Things were light 
until they got busy. The bartenders called back orders and passed back the tickets, the sandwich deck team 
would divide up responsibilities, and food was made. Then, before you even realized it was happening, there 
would be twenty open tickets with more piling up, two people would realize they were working on the same 
salad, and Hahn was yelling no noy. Then it was on the team to do their best to share the limited shitty knives 
and work out some sort of system to get orders made for expo. It is a delicate and difficult dance of timing. One 
mistake can back you up by ten tickets. Hahn will mess you up if you mess up. The only benefit is that everyone 
in the kitchen is sympathetic, and so if you need to get in the cooler RIGHT NOW, your fellow coworkers will 
respect that wish and step aside. The rush can also be kind of fun… in hindsight… It’s true. Banging out orders 
with extreme efficiency feels like flying, but it is absolutely 100% exhausting. 

Some employees can’t take the pressure. They yell back when yelled at, they can’t handle the heat and need 
smoke breaks, they decide they would rather goof off and call orders. While I didn’t love sandwich deck, I 
found myself well-suited enough. I was fast. My quesadillas didn’t explode. I could uniformly toast sandwiches 
while simultaneously keeping track of four different microwaves nuking up chicken tenders. 

(Cleaning the microwaves at the end of the night was a uniquely horrible responsibility. Those old machines 
have seen things. Years of cheese residue and dirty rag water have given them a pungent odor that haunts my 
nightmares. If you told me that a small gremlin had lived in and died in one of the microwaves, whose area in 
the kitchen was nicknamed the wall of radiation, I wouldn’t blink twice at the possibility).  

After two years on the line, I was given the opportunity to train for pizza deck. I got promoted and my friend 
did not. She implied that I had received favoritism for my looks, which hurt. The reason given for my moving 
up before her was that I was taller than she was—not impractical, as pizza deck required a lot of reaching. I 
thought it was really because I complained less than she did. She was pissed though because she was stuck on 
sandwich deck. It was less fun to work together after that. 

Go be l /go-bee/
verb 

1. Imperative command for 
“thou shalt.” “Go be wash dish-
es.”
2.  Everything will be okay. “Go 
be fine”
 

Toy l /toi/
noun

1. Refers to sexual activity or 
romantic partner. Naughty. 
Occasionally a synonym for 
“boy.” 
“You’re my toy,” “Bad toy”  
 

No noise! l /no-noy/
noun

1. Shut up and pay attention 
to orders. “No noy! Too many 
orders!”
2. I am cranky and don’t want to 
hear other people chatting now. 
“Stop talking! No noy!”

LET 'S ALL SPEAK HAHN AND GET ALONG: 5.  PIZZA DECK
Pizza deck was mostly a one-man show. The man who held it down—my new manager—was Terry, a large 

and boisterous black guy with sleeve tattoos and a sharp temper. We had always gotten along. The secret, 
again, was that he was always right. I just had to be subtle when nodding along as he bitched about other 
people in the kitchen. He was hilarious calling orders and would torment whoever had forgotten to get their 
order over the loudspeaker until finally they showed up, livid and embarrassed. At that point, Terry would 
send me to complete the exchange, asking for their initial and handing over the food, like I had been the 
booming loudspeaker bully with bass in his voice. I played it straight, and just as the person was about to 
leave, Terry would appear behind me and smile like a psycho, saying, “enjoy.” He was also known for putting 
surprise anchovies on the pizzas of any customers who had been real dicks to the staff up front. Terry had 
outside restaurant experience, and so he was my first restaurant 
mentor who showed me how to use a sharp knife quickly. To be 
honest, he and Hahn were maybe the only employees that cared 
about the quality of the food we were putting out. The young’uns 
on sandwich deck—me, my friend, and the college-aged musicians 
who we thought were so cool—all had a pretty nihilistic attitude. 
The ingredients were gross and nothing we did would make 
them better, and so if the pork nachos looked like glop, it was the 
customer’s fault for ordering them in the first place. I tried not to 
give in to that attitude, but it could be challenging, especially when 
we were filling large orders for groups that we knew hadn’t tipped. 
Terry didn’t really give a shit about the customers, but he was 
prideful, and wanted to do his job well. 

Making pizzas was actually pretty fun. The process was a hybrid 
between cooking and an assembly line. All of the pizzas were made 
on pre, or partially baked crusts, called par-bakes. This increased 
the speed of production enormously. Par-bakes got sauced, cheesed, 
and topped with additional ingredients that corresponded with a 
code on the order ticket. Hahn mostly left us alone. As mentioned, 
part of the reason behind my promotion was my height: I was tall 
enough to reach the top oven and upper shelves of par-bakes easily. 
At 4’2, Hahn recognized where she was beat. Instead, because 
pizza deck was physically far back in the kitchen, she exerted her 
dominance by teaching me about restocking and advanced prep. 
Hahn towed me around during closing telling me how many frozen 
bags of ravioli and shrimp to move from the back freezer to the 
front freezer. I was her 5’9 lackey and pulled down boxes from all 
sorts of tall shelves.

P - Pepperoni
H- Ham
T - Tomatoes
M - Mushrooms
O- Onions
B - Black Olives
G - Green Bell Pepper
S- Sausage
Z - Pineapple
A - Anchovy
FH - Full House (all of it!!!!)
Gourmet - That FANCY pizza 
~ooh you added oregano flakes 
and FRESH mozzarella~

PMOH
Person missing over here!

SOM 
Sorry, only monkeys

BOOT, you SOB

AHHHHH 
A BOZO GHOST!

PIZZA PANAGRAMS
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I was three years into my Vinny’s tenure when I moved up to pizza deck, about to enter college, and I stayed 
on pizza deck for the rest of the time I worked at the restaurant. For my last two years, I only worked during 
the summer break of my school year. With my recently acquired Grown Up status, I thought I was pretty hot 
stuff. Hahn loved me (and I loved her), and Terry trusted me to manage my own station, though he would 
come help if I needed it. On slow days, I ran both pizza and pasta decks, pasta deck being by far the easiest 
station in kitchen, as the only thing you had to do was microwave sauces, boil noodles, and match the two 
together for plating. I was working full day shifts, which meant slow mornings doing prep work, passing the 
time until service proper started around 4 or 5PM. I felt like I knew the kitchen, respected the people, and was 
unattached enough that the stress of a rush didn’t bother me as much. I was maybe too comfortable, because 
one day I showed up high for a 10-hour shift, residually stoned from hanging out with friends that morning. 
This wasn’t completely unprecedented—a lot of the Vinny’s staff at least joked about smoking, and it would 
certainly explain the behavior of some of the weirder bartenders. Manny promoted the goat out of 4/20. 
The chances were also good that on any given day someone was hungover (I had been there and done that 
after senior prom and after shamefully throwing up in the employee bathroom swore to call in sick if it ever 
happened again). Oh my god, though, being high at work was the WORST. 

It was a cloudy weekday in July and we were dead slow. Antoine’s words from my first day tour, that Manny 
did not like to pay employees to stand around, rung in my head. I had internalized them, and would always 
try and wash something, scrub something, stack something whenever I was idle. On this day, there was just 
nothing though. Terry, the only other employee in the kitchen, had done all of the prep work before I showed up 
and then gone on break. Manny and I were the only ones in the restaurant. Manny was pretty weird, and I was 
not skilled in the art of making small talk with him. When we were slow like this and he had nothing to do, he 
tried to pretend like he still cooked in the kitchen: not by cooking, but hovering over whatever poor employee 
was on the clock, making little comments like “oh, that’s too much cheese.” It was a power trip, perhaps.  I was 
delirious and trying desperately to avoid my boss, just washing the same rag over and over again, walking 
back and forth between the kitchen and the back trying to look like I had a purpose. 30 minutes or so into this 
ridiculousness, a lone businessman wandered in on a Bluetooth headset, like he was a cowboy and Vinny’s was 
his saloon. For lunch, he ordered lasagna. 
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So I never went to work high again, and yes, that was a terrible thing to do, yes, I felt like an awful employee. 
I apologize and I hope that in my life I have atoned for that sin. The lasagna was nasty though. Manny maybe 
knew it, maybe knew that I thought so, and maybe that's why he was so casually defensive. So much of the food 
at Vinny’s was really gross, and working there made me seek out restaurants later that served good food—
cooking that I would be proud to serve and learn about. The freezers weren't the worst offense in the world, 
but there was something about the audacity of selling a deep-frozen months-old lasagna at a premium price 
when the thing went from ice block to steaming goo pile in mere minutes. Especially since the fresh lasagna 
was pretty basic to begin with. The customers were never going to catch on, though. I felt guilty but probably 
the joke was on me for being a snob.

The best thing on the menu at Vinny’s are the strombolis. They’re not anything special or fancy, but they’re 
good tasty dough + cheese creations. I have made them for family. My uncle loves them, and when he got 
knee surgery, I was happy to be able to take him a batch of homemade strombolis as a recovery gift. Food 
unites people. That’s why we love it. Serving people healthy and flavorful food is a meaningful living. The 
Vinny’s employee satisfaction meter could be infinitely improved if the ingredients were just a little bit better, 
if management cared about homemade sauces and soups and breads, and the kitchen served up real good 
cooking. 

We should all seek to put in our bodies food that is made with passion, with love and tradition, with ethical 
means of production. When I left Vinny’s, it wasn’t that. I would definitely would not call the restaurant a 
culinary treasure. But it’s a big old house with a nice backyard and the staff has character, and so I suspect that 
it will beat its heart forever. 
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OVEN FRESH STROMBOLI RECIPE
Caveat: this recipe is for real! It is actually good food! This is an adapted version of the strombolis served up at 

Casa Vincente’s. The dough recipe belongs to Cheeseboard, a bakery and pizza restaurant in Berkeley, CA. This 
recipe serves 4 as a main, and more as an appetizer.

DOUGH Makes three hefty strombolis or four medium sized strombolis. 
1 tbsp active dry yeast
1 ½ cups warm water
2 tbsp extra virgin olive oil
1 ½ tsp kosher salt

3 ½ to 4 cups bread flour

1. Whisk the yeast into the warm water until dissolved and let stand for 5 minutes.

2. Add olive oil, salt, and 2 cups of flour to the mix. Stir with a spoon (or use a stand mixer on low speed) for
five minutes to form a wet dough. Add 1 ½ cups more flour and mix again for 5 minutes, this time kneading by 
hand or using medium speed on the mixer. If your dough sticks to your counter, add a little olive oil, or if it is 
impossible to work with add a spoonful of flour at a time until it can be kneaded.

3. Form the dough into a ball and place in an oiled bowl, then turn the dough over to coat it in oil. Cover the
bowl with a damp kitchen towel and let it rise for two hours, or overnight in the fridge (make sure to let it 
warm to room temperature before using it if you have let the dough rise in the fridge, though).

STROMBOLI The classic filling is pepperoni or salami slices, but to make it vegetarian, I recommend 
zucchini, bell peppers, or eggplant, or a mix of all three.

1 bag pepperoni OR 1 large zucchini, bell pepper, or eggplant
Dry mozzarella cheese
Parmesan cheese
Red pepper flakes

Marinara sauce (recipe on the next page)

1. On a well-floured surface, roll a pool ball sized dough ball out flat and thin. Try and get the dough to roll in
an oblong shape. 

2. Spread your filling evenly to the edges of the dough in one single layer. For a pepperoni stromboli, use 24
pepperonis. For a vegetarian version, use thinly sliced zucchinis or peppers or eggplant or what have you – 
squeeze the vegetables out first with a paper towel to get them dry. Top the filling with an evenly sprinkled 
layer of grated mozzarella cheese.

3. This is the tricky part, but with practice you get better: roll the bottom edges of the stromboli up. Try
and make the two edges of the dough complete a circle on the same side. Roll as tightly as you can without 
breaking the dough. Keep rolling until you have a round swizzle. Pinch the edges of the pizza dough together to 
close the stromboli. It should feel like a heavy snake. 

4. Put your snake on a baking sheet and brush the entire thing with garlic olive oil. Slice three sharp gashes
on the top. 

5. Bake for 10 minutes at 450 degrees. Pull the stromboli out and brush it again with oil or water if the dough
looks dry, then bake for 5-10 minutes more, until it is golden and makes a hollow sound when you tap it with a 
knife.

6. To serve, slice the stromboli into 6 equal pieces, cover the entire thing generously in Parmesan cheese and
spicy red pepper flakes, and plate with a side of marinara sauce.

MARINARA SAUCE Can keep in the fridge for up to a week. 
4 cloves garlic
1 ½ tbsp. olive oil
¼ cup red wine
1 12oz can crushed tomatoes
1 tsp kosher salt + more to taste

Mince the garlic. Heat olive oil in a sauce pan on low heat, and add garlic when it gets hot. Cook for a few 
minutes until fragrant. Add the wine and turn up the heat slightly, cook for about 5 minutes until the liquid no 
longer smells alcoholic. Stir in the tomatoes, reduce the heat to low again, and simmer for 5-10 minutes. Salt to 
taste.
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6.  ON THE INDUSTRY:
I’ve waited until the end. I’m going to drop my justice hammer now. Luckily, the Vinny’s dress code 

stipulates closed-toe shoes: I trust that your little piggies are protected, and that your feelings will not be hurt.
Cooking and washing dishes and bussing tables are physically and emotionally hard work. Standing all day is 

rough on the body. Despite working with food all day, it’s hard to find time to eat during your shift. Breaks are 
short and hurried. Working with an oven means that you’re bound to get a few burns; the same goes for knifes 
and cuts. The hours are weird and long: I worked nearly every Friday and Saturday night of my junior and 
senior years of high school. Why don’t the masses quit? Because it’s a job!

For me the trade-off was a no-brainer. I saved about $4000 each summer, compared to the $0 I would have 
made otherwise (I’ll caveat that babysitting can be lucrative, and as a teenaged girl with a car I could have 
fallen back on nannying, but that’s an entirely different industry to unpack). On tough nights, like the time 
that Hahn knocked an entire container of cheese pellets into the pizza deck fridge, I had a mantra. While I was 
crouched down straining my ankles and neck to try and reach the back corner of the fridge with brown paper 
towels drenched in cleaning spray, well-past closing time and still with a hefty to-do list before I could go 
home, I would tell myself: 

"The money that I make tonight is going to pay for a weekend trip in Asia when I study abroad. I will look 
back on this moment when I am in Singapore or Malaysia and this disgusting cheese grease will have been 
completely worth it.” 

My salary started at $9.25 an hour, and topped out at $10.50 an hour by the time I left five years later. Our 
tips were very good: they got split between the kitchen and doled out under the table each night. Adjusting 
for tip wages, some shifts I made about $30 an hour. For a teenager, this was big money. For the first time in 
my life, I had savings! Note: I would not have savings if my parents had not paid for almost all of my meals, 
clothing, transportation, shelter, and later on, my college education. I was a lucky, lucky person compared to a 
lot of my coworkers. 

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, food preparation and serving related occupations represented 
9.2% of U.S. total employment in 2018, with an annual mean wage of $25,580—barely above the poverty line. 
In 2017, an article in the Atlantic called restaurants the “new factories,” in that they provide the jobs that make 
up the backbone of the economy (the feature’s main thrust was to bring attention to the fact that restaurant 
jobs, not healthcare or construction or manufacturing, are the fastest growing sector of the economy). If 
restaurants are the new factories, then, I’ll take the metaphor a step further. Given the industry’s low wages, 
long hours, hazardous work environment, and the fact that restaurants are one of the likely places to hire high 
school drop-outs, people with criminal records, and immigrants—an admirable and important quality in the 
magic that makes up a kitchen staff, but one that favors the employer to take advantage of these vulnerable 
social groups—one would think that it’s about damn time for restaurant workers to unionize. 

I felt such sorrow for my coworkers who were working parents. While they would joke around with the rest 
of the staff, they were no nonsense when it came to closing time, working with a vigor and dedication that the 
rest of us were hard-pressed to demonstrate. They showed up every day for shifts sent them home much past 
bedtime, and their paychecks could not have covered the cost of life for a family.  

Less dramatic but equally tragic are the full-time employees who might come across at first glance as 
deadbeats. Punk tattooed line cooks and bartenders deserve sympathy too, as well as time off.  When you work 
all the time and you’re exhausted when you get home, and you’re not making much money so you’re not saving 
much money, maybe you don’t have very high hopes about your future. You definitely don’t have much energy 
to plan career changes and send out emails and go to interviews, so it’s not unreasonable that some restaurant 
workers spend their tip money on recreational drugs and alcohol. You cope with the physical demand; you try 
and relax during your limited free time. 

It has been said that the U.S. army was a great force of integration during the civil rights movement and the 
Vietnam War. Prior prejudice be damned, when you’re in the army, everyone has to get along. Combat team 
health hinges on respect, and all of that. For me, Vinny’s was my melting pot, if not exactly my boot camp. 

I worked alongside immigrants, ex-convicts, yuppie students, high school kids, high school dropouts, and 
a whole slew of personalities to get through service and close up each night. All of them were on the whole, 
pretty good people. I hope that there is a bright future for the restaurant workers of the world. Obviously, I’ve 
only dipped my toes into a tiny corner of the pool. Working at a fancy restaurant is different than a fast food 
chain is different than etc, etc. As you walk down any busy commercial street in any major US city or town, 
however, notice the number of “We’re Hiring” signs in the windows of restaurants. There are many. And it’s 
because the vast majority of restaurants have and will continue to have a difficult time keeping a full-time 
staff until they can offer livable wages, reasonable schedules, and humane workplaces (with a clear ability for 
recourse against harassment or injury). I am not an economist, but I believe in the Fordism motto of paying 
your workers well so that they work well for you, lest we further stratify income inequality and undercut 
employees to hire those who are most desperate and will tolerate pay that is unacceptably low. 

My other bone to pick is on waste. On dishes, I saw a lot of food get thrown away. A lot of meat went into the 
garbage to rot in a landfill. That sandwich was a life. It is a harbinger of what is to come if we don’t change our 
ways. 

I write in 2019. Every artist, magazine, and politician in the country is focused on the climate issue. I feel 
ambivalent using a computer, or flying in an airplane. I am grateful every day that I have clean water to drink. 
Even in a developed city, I worry about how long the pipes will last. Having read quite a bit of literature 
on ecology, on farming, and about restorative food justice, I believe that restaurants are responsible for 
making an ethical choice at this moment. That is to serve 90% less meat, seafood, and dairy. It is to use local 
ingredients that can be transported using minimal fossil fuels. It is to be creative about how to cook local 
produce and grains and legumes in delicious meals. Beans are cheaper than beef, fresh vegetables cheaper 
than fresh mozzarella, and both have long culinary traditions. I am sick of hearing that vegetarian food just 
doesn’t taste as good as a burger—moderation will save your arteries and your soul. I am sick of hearing the 
comparison of a $6 case of strawberries at Whole Foods to a $6 complete meal from McDonald’s—they are not 
the same thing. They are both problematic. Those strawberries have been grown using destructive methods 
(even with the organic label, this is true!): using up water in a drought-ridden state, planted and harvested in a 
way that dries out the land further, tended by cheap labor, then shipped who knows how many miles by fossil-
fuel-guzzling plane or truck to your Local Whole Foods. A McNugget or a Big Mac are both made mostly of corn 
and wheat that come from an increasingly smaller pool of giant monoculture farms in what was once the most 
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fertile and biologically diverse region of the country. The animal that ate the corn and wheat lived in a tiny 
cage; the person who slaughtered it has a shorter life expectancy because of toxic conditions of the factories 
they work in and the animals live in. 

The solution? Local produce! Support your local farmer, who sequesters carbon by planting beans! Let’s eat 
more sautéed vegetables and fresh salads, more curry, more falafel, more tofu, more frijoles! Restaurants of 
the world, you can choose to keep a vegetable or herb garden on your property and pay your employees to do 
the gardening. Hell, keep chickens, whose shit grows roses. Throw less things away! That, for sure, is possible. 
Already, there are good kind souls out there who take leftovers from an industrial kitchen to people on the 
streets at the end of the night. Instead of tossing leftover rice or stale donuts, produce that isn't bad persay but 
can't be served because it isn't pretty enough, food goes to someone who needs it. 

To all of the weary workers out there, keep on pushing. Be the change, be the future, and mostly, be good to 
yourselves. I see a healthy, beautiful, delicious future in which local restaurants serve local food and people 
care about the food they pay for. I dream of a future where the money that people spend going out to dinner 
is put into the hands of workers, or buys seeds that nourish the Earth. I believe that people are making this 
happen, and it’s a wonderful life. 

I leave you with this lullaby: every night when Vinny's was closing, Manny read an announcement on the 
loudspeaker, which went a little something like this...
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